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Focus for the week: Gratitude
Follow the challenges below by yourself or with your family to keep

your brain happy & healthy each day!

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday Friday

Weekend challenge & extra information

Each person in the house

has to share THREE things

that has made them

happy today

As humans, we share the ability

to breathe. Show gratitude to

this by sitting quietly for 5

minutes. Notice that no two

breaths are the same. How long

are your breaths? What is it's

texture like? What sensations

can you feel?

Without paying the electricity bill, what wouldn't be possible? Without

completing school work, how would that effect your goals in life? Without

doing a chore like the washing up, how long would it be until there were

no clean plates to eat from? 

Sometimes the things we least want to do, are the things we should be

most grateful for. Today, say thank you to your bills when they come

through the door, when chores need to be done or work needs completing. 

Food glorious food! Show

your appreciation to 'Foody

Friday' by making or baking

a recipe that will make

everyone in your household

smile today!  

Your body is your home. Give it a

boost of energy by climbing a

virtual mountain. Track how many

steps each member in your

household has completed in a day

and add them up to find the

vertical height. Which mountain

have you climbed together?

Alternatively, track how many

steps each of you can walk up and

down in 5 minutes and add them up!

Weekend Challenge: Show gratitude to somebody you love. Tell them three qualities of theirs

that you think make them amazing. You could say it to their face, or send them a message ♡

 

Weekly Quote: "Gratitude and attitude are not challenges; they are choices" Robert Braathe

Links: Foody Friday - https://realfood.tesco.com/recipes/collections/easy-recipes-for-kids.html

Don't forget to clap for our carers tonight at 8pm!


